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For Your Information . . .  

The slides are only a summary of the nine chapters of the book 
and do not include the Introduction, Epilogue, three 
Appendices, and Glossary.  All provide background and build 
“the case.” 

Therefore, the book is a necessary resource when viewing  
the slide presentation, and is essential to enhance understanding 
and discussion. It is highly recommended that a copy of the book 
be obtained for study and reference.  

The following slide presentation is incomplete  
and inadequate to fully understand the content  
of the book, The Last Shofar!  
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The Day Will Finally Arrive –
The Day of the Lord

Joseph	  Lenard	  –	  Donald	  Zoller	  ©	  2014	  

Behold, the day of the Lord comes, cruel, with wrath 
and fierce anger, to make the land a desolation and 

to destroy its sinners from it.  (Isaiah 13:9)
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The thought of a coming day of judgment has been written in the  
DNA of people’s psyche throughout millennia.  
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A day of judgment is demanded to make sense of all that is morally  
wrong in history and in the human experience—unrestrained evil,  
injustices, cruelty, murder, etc.  

A Day of Judgment . . .The Day of the Lord 

From the most sophisticated to the most primitive of peoples,  
ultimate judgment for one’s thoughts and behavior is ingrained in  
their vocabulary.  

No less, it is the theme of much of the Bible’s narrative  

A Day of Judgment . . . 
the Day of the Lord is inescapable!
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But, What is the Day of Lord?
v   It is not a single day on the calendar, but rather an intense  
      period of time at the end of the age. 

v   It is a time when God’s devastating punishment against ultimate  
      rebellion and unrepentant sin is poured out on the whole earth. 

v   It is a time when God intervenes in the affairs of human history  
      to release His terrible wrath and judgment characterized by  
      cataclysmic events on earth and in the skies.   

v   It is a time of God’s summus maximus wrath against the  
      personification of evil in a world leader called the Antichrist,  
      the consummate embodiment of Satan himself, along with  
      those who are his followers.  
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How Does The Bible Describe This Day?
Selected Old Testament Descriptions 

Isaiah 13:6–13 

Joel 2:1–11; 30–32 

Zephaniah 1:14–18 

Isaiah 2:6–21 

Jeremiah 25:33 

Amos 5:18–20 

Selected New Testament Descriptions 

Matthew 24:15–31 

Luke 21:25–28 Revelation Chapters 8–16 

2 Peter 3:10, 12–13 
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Is this Day Really Necessary?
v   Many say that God is a God of love; therefore, He really could  
      not do this sort of thing—a thing that would be so unloving, i.e.,  
      His wrath poured out upon the peoples of the world. 

v   Most people in today’s culture do not recognize God as holy—   
      there is no concept of a holy God in their lexicon.  

v   Many years ago, Moses discovered in an burning bush that God is 
      holy—he had to remove his sandals in the presence of a holy God. 

v   God is love to be sure, but He is also holy.  His love cannot  
      embrace or tolerate what His holiness condemns—sin!   

v   One day He will say, “Enough is enough!” That will be His Day— 
 the Day of the Lord. 
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How Significant is the Day of the Lord?
v   It reveals the whole nature of God—He is more than love,  
      mercy and grace.  He is also holy and righteous—the other  
      side of God has wrathful judgment against all that is sin— 

 against all who oppose Him.  

v   It reveals that there is a clear distinction during the 70th Week of  
      Daniel between man’s wrath against God and His followers, and  
      God’s wrath against men who are in rebellion against Him, which 
      reveals the true nature of the conflict. 

v   It delineates the timing of major events during the 70th Week of  
      Daniel, making a clear distinction as to when God’s Day begins—  
      to be recognized by all people by cataclysmic signs and wonders  
      in the cosmos and on the earth.  

No one will doubt what Day it is!  (Revelation 6:16–17) 
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What Happens Before and During 
the Day of the Lord?

The Day of the Lord is a subject that is broad in scope, containing many 
nuances and interpretative challenges. For the sake of brevity, we will 
frame our thoughts around the seven seals, trumpets and bowl 
judgments as described in the book of Revelation.   

Book	  Page	  85	  

But First We Need to Set the Stage . . .  
v   The setting for the Day of the Lord, as described in Chapter 5, takes  
      place within the 70th Week of Daniel, but does not coincide with it. 

v   It is inseparably connected to the appearing of Jesus Christ in the 
 clouds to gather His Church—a subject to be further developed 
 in Slide Set 7. 
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v   The reader is often confronted with highly descriptive and  
 exaggerated language of symbols, metaphors and hyperboles  
 making the understanding difficult but not impossible. (Refer to  

      Chapter 2, “Prophecy – A Misunderstood Message.”) 

v  	  	  	  In describing the seven seals, trumpets and bowl judgments, the  
 Apostle John frequently uses a comparative expression,  
 “It was like . . .” whenever language failed to adequately explain  
 the cataclysmic events surrounding these judgments.     

v   To the reader of the book of Revelation who is diligent in 
 seeking to understand its meaning, a blessing is promised by 

      Christ Himself (Revelation 1:3; 22:7).   
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The Seven Seal Judgments . . . 
Something About These Seals:  

v   The seven seals are introduced to us in Chapter 6 of Revelation. 

v   They describe conditions on earth during the 70th Week of Daniel 
      leading up to and including the appearing of Jesus Christ and  

 what immediately follows—the Day of the Lord. 

v   The seven seals secured the scroll that only the Lamb of God  
 had the authority to open because “you were slain, and by your 
 blood you ransomed people for God . . .” (Revelation 5:9).  

v   The breaking of the seals that led to the opening of the scroll  
 begins the process which culminates in the declared and  
 indisputable title of Jesus Christ, King of kings and Lord of lords. 
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The First Four Seals (Revelation 6:1-8) 

v   These are normative judgments—judgments that can be attributed 
 to natural causes, however, being significant and notable due to  
 their intensity and global scope.  

v   They are chaotic, causing much 
      disruption, turmoil and death  
      from anarchy, famine, political 
      and economic instability, and the  

 unraveling of the social fabric— 
      being progressive in nature and 

 intensity.    

v   While they are designed by God to provoke repentance, these  
 seals also prepare people to accept a self-proclaimed world 
 leader who promises deliverance.  

The Four Horsemen of the  
Seal Judgments 
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The Fifth Seal (Revelation 6:9-11) 

v   Whereas the first four seals focus on conditions upon the earth,  
      the Fifth Seal, when opened, views the great number of martyrs  

 in heaven, slain for the Word of God. 

v   This seal is closely associated with the mid-point of the 70th Week  
 of Daniel shortly after Antichrist assumes his role as world leader 
 and asserting himself to be God in the Temple of God. 

The Sixth Seal (Revelation 6:12-7:17) 

v   With the opening of the Sixth Seal, the appearing of the Son of 
 Man in heaven is seen accompanied by terrifying cosmic events 
 (Matthew 24:29-30; Luke 21:25-27). 
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v   The opening of the Sixth Seal causes the  
 unrepentant world to panic in fear, seeking  

      places to hide and terminating their lives. 

v   For the Church this event is a time of  
 jubilation—for them the battle is done and they 
 are going home!  They are seen in heaven 
 worshipping and giving praise to God and to the 
 Lamb (Revelation 7:9-11).  

v   Finally, the opening of the Sixth Seal is the occasion for the  
 protective sealing of God’s earthly elect—the sons of Israel—  
 numbering 144,000, protecting them from the onslaughts of the 
 Antichrist and the outpouring of God’s judgments upon the earth.  



The Seventh Seal (Revelation 8:1-5) 

v   The breaking of the Seventh Seal is notable for its ominous  
 30-minute silence in heaven, after which the prayers of the saints,  
 including those of the martyrs who were slain in the Great  
 Tribulation, ascend before God. 
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v   It is the occasion in which the seven angels each receive a  
 trumpet, which when blown forewarns the inhabitants of  
 earth of impending judgments from heaven.  

v   The Seventh Seal is the transition between the seals and the  
 seven trumpet judgments. 
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The Seven Trumpet  and Bowl Judgments  

v   The seven trumpet and seven bowl judgments are the unique 
  expressions of God’s wrath poured out during the latter half of  

 the 70th Week of Daniel.  

Some General Comments . . . 

v   Because of the cataclysmic nature of these judgments in their  
 intensity, scope and horrific destruction and impact upon the  
 earth and its inhabitance, they are supernatural events, unlike  
 the previous seal judgments. 

v   As with the seal judgments, embedded in the trumpet and bowl  
 judgments is God’s merciful call to repentance. 



The Seven Trumpet Judgments . . . 
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The First Trumpet (Revelation 8:7) 
v   The Day of the Lord begins with the blowing of the First Trumpet. 

v   One-third of the earth’s vegetation is destroyed by hail and fire, 
 mixed with blood. 

The Second Trumpet (Revelation 8:8–9) 

v    A large meteor crashes 
 into the ocean, producing 
 great turbulence in the  
 seas of the world,  
 destroying many ships. 

v   The seas turn to blood and kill vast 
 amounts of sea life. 



The Third Trumpet (Revelation 8:10–11) 
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v   A great blazing “star” falling from heaven contaminates one-third 
 of all fresh-water sources, bitter to the taste and causing many 
 to die.   

The Fourth Trumpet (Revelation 8:12) 

v   With blowing of the Fourth Trumpet, people are left in a partially 
 lit world as the sun, moon and stars fail to give their normal light.  

Before the last three trumpets are blown, an angelic pronouncement  
Of Three Woes is heard by the peoples of the earth. These woes 
signify that things are about to get worse. 



The Fifth and Sixth Trumpets (Revelation 9:1–21) 
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v   These two trumpets unleash vast numbers of demonic beings  
 upon the peoples of the earth, causing unbearable pain, distress  
 and great numbers to die—one third of the population of the earth!    

The Seventh Trumpet (Revelation 11:15 . . . ) 

v   With the blowing of the Seventh Trumpet, attention is directed  
 toward heaven as the time of Christ assuming the reign of all the  
 earth is at hand. 

v   On earth, more frequent and intense plagues are experienced 
 by the inhabitance of the earth in what is described as “the harvest  
 of the earth.”  



The Seven Bowl Judgments . . . 
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With the seal and trumpet judgments having passed, the world and its  
inhabitances are reeling from chaos and devastation.  All semblance  
of law, order and social institutions is buried in the ashes of global  
destruction.  One might wonder if the Apostle John viewing all this  
might conclude that God’s judgments are finally at an end.       

Yet God is not finished.  More is to follow with ever increasing 
intensity, scope and frequency.  This final horrific and cataclysmic 
judgment upon the earth and its inhabitance is seen in the third of the 
triad of God’s wrath—the Seven Bowl Judgments.  



The First Bowl (Revelation 16:1–2 ) 
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v   Those who bear the mark of the  
 beast and worship its image  
 are  affected by harmful (malignant)  
 and painful sores. 

The Second Bowl (Revelation 16:3) 

v   The contents of the Second Bowl are poured out into the sea, and 
 it become like the blood of a corpse—every living thing in the sea  
 dies. 

The Third Bowl (Revelation 16:4–7) 

v   The remaining fresh water sources became blood, vindicating  
 the deaths of the martyred saints and prophets from the Great  
 Tribulation, leaving only blood to drink upon the earth. 



The Fourth Bowl (Revelation 16:8–9) 
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v   The contents of the Fourth Bowl are poured out on the sun,  
 scorching with intense heat those who bear the mark of the beast 

The Fifth Bowl (Revelation 16:10–11) 

v   The entire earth is plunged into total darkness with people 
 gnawing their tongues in anguish and great pain from their sores. 

The Sixth Bowl (Revelation 16:12–16) 

v   The contents of the Sixth Bowl are poured out and bring 
 together demon-inspired armies of all nations, gathering at a  
 place called Armageddon (Har-Maggedon), to battle against  
 God almighty. 



The Seventh Bowl (Revelation 16:17–21) 
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v   “It is done!” is heard from the throne of God as the contents of  
 the final Seventh Bowl are thrown into the air. 

v    Mountains are leveled and islands sink, caused by the greatest  
 earthquake ever experienced—Jerusalem is divided into three parts  
 and the cities of nations fall. Great peels of thunder and fierce  
 flashes of lightning are accompanied by hundred-pound hail stones 
 falling on the people, but they continue to curse God because of the  
 severity of the plagues.   
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Throughout the seven judgments of the seals, trumpets, and 
bowls, repentance is offered by God to those who are 
experiencing these horrific events—but, even as the final bowl 
judgment is executed, the people do not repent but rather  
continue to curse God. Therefore, God’s retribution is vindicated, 
and the people will stand without excuse at the Great White 
Throne judgment of God.  

A Thought to Ponder . . . 
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The Fall of Babylon
Revelation 17–18

The Apostle John was given a front-row seat to view the future 
fall of “Babylon the great, the Mother of Harlots”—the utter  
destruction of a satanic world system that throughout history  
has held men’s hearts and minds captive, enslaved to “the Lie.” 

This Lie infuses and embeds itself in all of man’s pursuits in religion,  
economics, philosophy, science and social enterprises. With Satan’s  
deception, it infects cultures, societies, and even the church with its 
falsehoods and practices. With the fall of Babylon, all of man’s 
wisdom, endeavors and efforts to be like God come to a crashing 
end.   
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How Long Does The Day of the Lord Last?
What We Know . . .  
v   From Matthew 24:21–22 we know that the Great Tribulation  

 will be cut short with the appearing of the Son of Man in glory  
 and the rapture of the Church.  

v   The appearing of the Son of Man does not, however, shorten 
 the 70th Week of Daniel—it continues until that week of years  
 is completed at Yom Kippur (The Day of Atonement).  

v   The Day of the Lord may extend beyond Yom Kippur to include 
      the Battle of Armageddon, thus extending beyond the 70th Week 
      of Daniel.  

v   Chapter 7 of the book provides insight into the possible length of 
 the Day of the Lord—Jesus said, “Just as it was in the days of  
 Noah, so will it be in the days of the Son of Man” (Luke 17:26). 
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Will the Church Experience the Wrath of God?

Since, therefore, we have now been justified by his 
blood, much more shall we be saved [delivered] by him 
from the wrath of God. (Romans 5:9, emphasis added) 

And to wait for his Son from heaven, whom he raised from the 
dead, Jesus who delivers us from the wrath to come. 
(1 Thessalonians 1:10, emphasis added) 

For God has not destined us for wrath, but to obtain salvation 
[deliverance] through our Lord Jesus Christ. (1 Thessalonians 5:9, 
emphasis added) 

Remembering that the Day of the Lord is a specific time when God’s  
unique wrath is poured out on unrepentant and rebellious humanity, it is  
unthinkable that God would have Hid people experience the same wrath.  
In fact, such a thought is unbiblical, as shown by these verses  
from Romans and I Thessalonians: 
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Let’s Talk About It
1.   How does the timing of the Day of the Lord discussed 
     in this chapter differ from the Pre-Tribulation Rapture 
     view?    
 
2.   Why is the appearing of Jesus Christ for His Church 
     (rapture/resurrection) and the beginning of the Day 
     of the Lord on the same day significant?  
 
3.  What are the implications for you if the Day of the 
     Lord occurs in the second half of the 70th Week of  
  Daniel?  
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Looking Ahead . . .
In this Slide Set we have discussed the Day of the Lord occurring  
during the second half of the 70th Week of Daniel.  However, this  
is only one of several critical “pieces to the prophetic puzzle” in  
understanding end-time events.    

In slide Set 6 (Chapter 6 of the book) we will look at another very 
important “piece of the prophetic puzzle”—the Feasts of the Lord 
as recorded in Leviticus 23.  Here we will see the prophetic precision 
of appointed times and events used by God to reveal His redemptive 
plan. 


